
TO ORDER PLEASE PHONE:  909-867-9820  or EMAIL: LIFTS@SOUTHWESTLIFT.COM

Models: 
3260-033 Filter/Regulator combo, w/gauge, (Mini), ¼”npt $  45.00 
3260-034 Filter/Regulator combo, w/gauge, 1/4”npt  $  98.00 
3260-036 Filter/Regulator combo, w/gauge, 1/2”npt  $114.00 

$376.00 
$449.00 

Models: 
1120-023 CF15, 1/2“npt - Polypropylene AODD pump 
1120-024 CF30, 1”npt - Aluminum AODD pump  
1120-013A  1"npt – Aluminum/Acetal AODD pump $625.00 

1:1, 3:1 and 5:1 ratio lube pumps 

$540.00 
$554.00 

Models: 
1130-020 Panther 3:1 lube pump, bare w/ bung adapter 
1130-021 Panther 5:1 lube pump, bare w/bung adapter 
1130-026 Tiger 6:1 lube pump, w/bung adapter 

We accept Visa, MasterCard & American Express

$950.00 

mailto:joe@Joesdistributing.com


Evolution: This reel incorporates advanced design features that ensure long 
life in the toughest environments while reducing overall weight. 

$346.00 
$378.00 
$293.00 

Models: 
2120-011 Classic, 30’ x 1/2” hose lube reel 
2120-015 Classic, 50’ x 3/8” hose air/water reel  
2140-013 Evolution, 30’ x 1/2” hose lube reel  
2140-008 Evolution, 50’ x 3/8” hose air/water reel $318.00 

Models: 
3330-167 DR meter dispenser, flex-memory extension w/auto-tip $244.00 
3330-159 DR meter dispenser, flex-memory extension w/manual-tip  $249.00 
3330-172 DR meter dispenser, flex-memory extension w/ATF narrow-tip $249.00 

TO ORDER PLEASE PHONE:  909-867-9820  or EMAIL: LIFTS@SOUTHWESTLIFT.COM We accept Visa, MasterCard & American Express

MR Series Control Handles

The Mechanical Registry (MR) meter have mechanical-metered control valves that 
have been specifically designed to measure and dispense volumes of all kinds of 
synthetic and mineral oils and to lead the competition in technology and innovation.  
This handle is simple AND robust.  It fits well in all applications including outdoors 
where it is exposed to the elements. The one piece molded pointer knob, which 
encloses a very robust and unique reset mechanism  is protruding for easy resetting 
and reading but is resistant to impacts.  The larger metering chamber increases 
fluid delivery and flow.

Models:
3330-192 MR Meter Handle - Memory Flex 1/4" Turn (Qts.)
3330-196 MR Meter Handle - Memory Flex 1/4" Narrow (Qts.) 

$276.00
$292.00

mailto:joe@Joesdistributing.com



